[1] Despite the similar and rather uniform composition of two components of the core, the solid inner part presents a much larger attenuation compared to the liquid outer part. More over, several authors have reported evidence of scattered seismic energy coming from the inner core (IC). This implies that the IC has lateral variations in structure or composition with a scale length from one to tens of kilometers. These seismic scatterers could be caused by changes in crystal grain size, variations in the orientation of anisotropy, or the presence of partial melt and/or impurities. This work pursues the characterization of inner core scattering (ICS) using a global data set of high-frequency PKiKP waveforms recorded at short-period, small-aperture seismic arrays. We apply a methodology used in the study of heterogeneities in the crust and upper mantle that consists of curve fitting of the observed scattered energy with a standard model, along with a stripping technique to isolate the PKiKP coda from the rest (e.g., P, PcP, and PP codas). From the observed PKiKP codas we found an average Q C $ 500 for the inner core, reflecting a scattering attenuation at least comparable to the intrinsic attenuation. We found a geographical dependence in the observations of PKiKP coda, with most of them coming from the Pacific Ocean and Asia, and relatively few observations coming from the Atlantic Ocean. The simplest explanation is that the ICS has a quasi-hemispherical variation, similar to other properties such as P wave velocity jump at the inner core boundary, attenuation in the upper IC, strength of anisotropy and/or thickness of an overlaying isotropic layer. This phenomenon is probably related to the solidification texturing of iron crystals, showing hemispherical differences in the growth of the inner core.
Introduction
[2] The Earth's inner core is mainly composed of iron with a small percentage of lighter elements [e.g., Bergman, 2003; Steinle-Neumann et al., 2003 ], yet its detailed structure is not well defined [Song, 2003] . Despite its rather uniform composition, lateral heterogeneities inside the inner core have been reported at a variety of scale lengths, from global scales [Kaneshima, 1996; Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Niu and Wen, 2001; Wen and Niu, 2002] to regional scales [Creager, 1997; Bréger et al., 1999; Niu and Wen, 2001; Cormier and Li, 2002] to local scales of a few or tens of kilometers Koper et al., 2004; Poupinet and Kennett, 2004] . There is growing evidence of a dramatic change between a quasi-western hemisphere and a quasi-eastern hemisphere, usually defined from 40°E to 180°E [Niu and Wen, 2001; Wen and Niu, 2002; Cao and Romanowicz, 2004] , although there has been some variation [Creager, 1999; Oreshin and Vinnik, 2004] . Differences between the two quasi-hemispheres have been reported in the strength of anisotropy [Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Creager, 1999] , the thickness of an isotropic layer at the top of the inner core [Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Song and Helmberger, 1998; Creager, 1999; Garcia and Souriau, 2000; Niu and Wen, 2002] , the jump in velocity at the inner core boundary [Niu and Wen, 2001; Wen and Niu, 2002; Garcia, 2002] , and in attenuation Cao and Romanowicz, 2004; Oreshin and Vinnik, 2004] . It has been suggested that the hemispherical difference may be related to a differential cooling process between the ''eastern'' and ''western'' hemispheres of the fluid outer core, driven by a thermal coupling with the heterogeneous lower mantle [Sumita and Olson, 1999] .
[3] At the smallest scale lengths, evidence for lateral heterogeneity in the inner core comes mainly from scattered energy appearing in the coda of body waves (PKiKP) reflected from the inner core boundary Koper et al., 2004; Poupinet and Kennett, 2004; Vidale and Earle, 2005] . This inner core scattering (ICS) has been related to crystal grain size and growth [Cormier et al., 1998; Bergman, 2003] , variations in the orientation of anisotropy and attenuation , the presence of partial melts [Singh et al., 2000] and/or impurities, such as sulfur [Jephcoat and Olson, 1987] or silicon [Lin et al., 2002] . Recent work has shown that the PKiKP coda does not come from a preferred depth inside the inner core [Leyton et al., 2005] and that a large fraction of the PKiKP coda waves can indeed be attributed to volumetric heterogeneities inside the inner core, as opposed to scattering from irregularities in the inner core boundary and/or the core mantle boundary, or volumetric scattering in the lower mantle [Leyton and Koper, 2007] . The detection of PKiKP coda at precritical distances has been rare (there have been few studies and even less positive observations) and, up to this point, little work has been done to quantify it or map out any geographical variation.
[4] The work presented here investigates the largest data set ever assembled of ICS observations, focusing on the outermost inner core (near or at the ICB) where the presence of small-scale scatterers has been detected. We pursue the quantification of regional variability of PKiKP coda in terms of the quality factor Q C , as previously done in studies of heterogeneities in the crust (for reviews, see Sato and Fehler [1998] and Mitchell [1995] ). This dimensionless quantity is inversely proportional to the decay rate of the coda energy in time (after accounting for the geometrical spreading), and several studies have successfully related crustal Q C observations with the scattering strength (Q S ) and anelastic attenuation (Q I ) in a particular region [e.g., Aki and Chouet, 1975; Singh and Herrmann, 1983; Fehler et al., 1988; Dainty, 1990] . In the crust, low values of Q C ($100) are associated with tectonically active regions [Singh and Herrmann, 1983; Jin and Aki, 1988; Mitchell, 1995] , and in the continental United States, Q C is the largest ($1000-1300) where rocks are the oldest [Singh and Herrmann, 1983] .
Large Q C values were also reported near active volcanoes [Matsumoto and Hasegawa, 1989] , and even more, changes in Q C before and after the Mount St. Helens volcanic eruption have been observed and related to inflation-induced crack density changes [Fehler et al., 1988] .
[5] Likewise, a detailed study of Q C from PKiKP coda could lead us to improve the current knowledge of the structure in the inner core, especially at the smaller scales. A particularly important aspect of this study is to identify, isolate, and properly model the PKiKP coda energy, which is in general much smaller in amplitude than codas of crustal phases such as Lg, and is influenced by the codas of earlier arriving mantle waves such as P, PcP, and PP. Therefore we use array-based techniques to identify and amplify each phase, and, along with a ''stripping'' technique, we isolate the PKiKP coda energy from the rest of the seismogram. Using a least squares approach, we find appropriate models to fit the data and obtain robust estimates of PKiKP Q C for a variety of geographical patches and source-receiver distances.
Data
[6] Our data set comes from the archives maintained by the U.S. Department of Defense, as part of the operation of the prototype International Data Center (pIDC), precursor of the International Monitoring System (IMS), in which the waveforms could previously be retrieved through an Automatic Data Request Manager (autodrm [see Kradolfer, 1996] ). The data correspond to small-aperture arrays of short-period, vertical component seismometers located throughout the world (boxes in Figure 1 ). This enables us to use standard array techniques, a key point in the obser- vations made here. We selected a set of earthquakes located at an epicentral distance from 50°to 90°from an IMS array station. At this distance range, the travel paths of mantle phases (such as P, PcP, and PP) differ significantly from the path of PKiKP, precluding the use of these phases as proxies of the effect of scattering in the mantle (see Figure 1 , insert). On the other hand, at this distance range the reflection coefficient at the inner core boundary tends to zero, reducing the influence of crustal and mantle scattering on PKiKP coda .
[7] The selected events come from a data set of 1393 source-array combinations, in which the only criterion was to have a moment magnitude over 5.6, disregarding the depth and focal mechanism constraints adopted in a previous study . The rejection of traces was made solely on the signal-to-noise ratio and quality of the data. We divided our data set into three categories (each category being a subset of the previous one):
[8] 1. Good signal-to-noise ratio: after visual inspection and elimination of noisy traces, the resulting set is composed by high signal-to-noise ratio for mantle phases.
[9] 2. Clear identification of PKiKP, considering arrival time and slowness observations in the five frequency bands defined (see section 3).
[10] 3. Clear identification of coda energy arriving at the appropriate time, slowness, and back azimuth expected for PKiKP. The coda energy generally lasts from 100 s to more than 200 s and stands out over the preceding codas after beam forming at the theoretical PKiKP slowness.
[11] Table 1 has the number of observations made in each category, as well as some properties of each of the arrays used. In Figure 1 we show the location of those events that fall into category 2 (stars) and their corresponding piercing point in the inner core (gray circles). Note that our sampling is mostly restricted to the northern hemisphere where 9 out of the 11 arrays are located. In Figure 2 we present the ratio of those events that fall into category 3 over those that fall into category 2, while the insert shows a histogram with the occurrence of events as a function of the latitude. From Figure 2 , again we verify that most of the PKiKP observations are located in the northern hemisphere, especially in the quasi-western Pacific; moreover, from those observations, a larger percentage have observable PKiKP coda. We believe that this is related to the structure inside the Earth, almost certainly in the inner core, and not due to the properties of individual arrays, as discussed in detail in section 4.
[12] After selection, the data set in category 3 consists of 110 events (Table 1) , of which 56% are deeper than 50 km, 41% have a radiation pattern coefficient larger that 0.7 for PKiKP, 86% have an epicentral distance larger that 70°, and only 13% have magnitude M W larger than 7.0. The locations of these events are shown in section 4.1 along with the resulting Q C values. Note that we imposed less constraints in the selection of the data, leading to twice as many PKiKP coda observations as previously reported by Koper et al. [2004] . However, there are cases where events selected by Koper et al. [2004] were not used in this study, due to the fact that we required that the energy of the PKiKP beam at the appropriate time, should stand out over the rest of the seismogram, enabling it to be modeled.
Methodology
[13] For each category 3 event we inspected the data and removed the traces with small signal-to-noise ratio, glitches, and lack of data. Then, we filtered them using a three-pole Butterworth band-pass filter, with one octave width, centered on either 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 Hz, as commonly done in the determination of Q C [Tsujiura, 1978] . The corresponding corner frequencies are 0.67 -1.33, 1.33 -2.67, 2.0 -4.0, 2.67-5.33, and 3.33-6.67 Hz, respectively. These bands are limited by the instrument response (near 1 s), the Nyquist frequency (given by the sampling used), and the noise coherency for the arrays used here (see Figure 3) . We computed the coherency of the seismic noise between the different stations for each array using the same procedure as the data analysis (see below). Depending on the properties of the site where each seismic arrays is located, the noise will be coherent at different frequencies and due to the fact that we are using waves with very low signal-to-noise ratio, coherent noise will lead to difficulties in the analysis of the results.
[14] After filtering, we performed a sliding window slowness analysis from 100 s before the first arrival (either P or P + PcP) until 600 s later, usually from 500 s to 1200 s after the origin time. We used a time window of 1 s, with a 50% overlap, and computed the 2D slowness vector with the highest beam power using a grid search over the two horizontal components of the slowness vector. We defined We use the definition from Koper et al. [2003] as the diameter of the circle that has the same area as the smallest rectangle that includes all the elements. We use the definition from Koper et al. [2003] as the change in elevation between the highest and lowest elements, divided by the aperture. and then averaged to get a robust estimation. The crosses represent the double standard deviation for each value. The coherency is computed using the instantaneous phase [Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997] as done in similar studies . The squares show the total number of observations in category 2 found. We defined a threshold of 10 events to plot the squares. The squares were defined trying to keep a constant area; hence, at larger latitudes, the longitude distances are larger.
beam power as the root mean square amplitude over the selected time window. In this time window, we also computed the coherency of the signal with methods previously developed [Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997] and successfully used in these kind of studies . An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 4 , where we present the raw traces of an event (Figure 4a ) and the sliding window analysis for 2 Hz (Figures 4b -4e ) and 5 Hz (Figures 4f -4i) .
[15] This slowness analysis is useful in defining time windows in which the seismic energy can be considered as mostly from a single phase and its corresponding coda. We compared the theoretical values of the traveltime, slowness, and back azimuth with the observed ones, along with the coherency, to define the longest possible time window where the energy seemed to come from one direction, coherent with the main phase. In this work we consistently identify codas for two mantle phases (P + PcP and PP), and one core phase (PKiKP) . No other significant phase and coda pairs were detected in our data set.
[16] Once we selected the phase-coda pairs and their corresponding time windows, we constructed beams with linear summation using the appropriate move outs for the theoretical PKiKP slowness for the PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] . This kind of beamforming produces the least distortion to the waveforms, allowing them to be used in amplitude related studies. As done in similar studies Koper et al., 2004] , we computed the envelope of the beam because it gives a smooth function proportional to the instantaneous amplitude, that can be easily related to the energy flux.
[17] The next step is to fit each one of the defined coda envelopes with a specific model. We assume a general model, usual in coda studies [Sato and Fehler, 1998 ], considering the velocity (v(t)) as a function of time (t), and take the logarithm of both sides:
where C 1 2 ln(A) is a constant proportional to the source excitation, site effect, and medium properties, t represents the time spent in the scattering region relative to the main phase arrival time; hence, considering t ! 0 has no meaning, eliminating the singularity in equation (1). The other two parameters, n and Q C , represent the geometrical spreading and coda quality factor, respectively. This model is based on the single-scattering approximation, but has empirically proven to be appropriate in more general cases [Sato and Fehler, 1998 ]. This problem is linear in the model parameters C, n, and Q C
À1
, but only if a single seismic wave is present in the signal v(t). In this case it can be solved using a least squares technique [e.g., Menke, 1989] ; however, in our case we commonly have the effect of preexisting codas (such as P + PcP or PP) transforming the problem into a nonlinear one.
[18] Our first approach was to use a global search method, the Neighborhood Algorithm, to search for the optimum values within a range. This method has been used in previous geophysical problems [Sambridge, 1999a [Sambridge, , 1999b Yoshizawa and Kennett, 2002; Begheim and Trampert, 2003] and has proven to be very effective in handling nonlinear problems with small dimensions [Sambridge, 2001] . In our case, for [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] , are shown in brackets.
every wave considered we need 3 model parameters to describe its coda; hence, in the case of having only P + PcP and PKiKP we would have a total of 6 model parameters, while in the case of also observing PP we would have a total of 9 model parameters, all of them interacting nonlinearly with the rest. Each one of these sets of model parameter should be included from the beginning of the observed time window for that particular wave (defined with the slowness analysis), to the end of the data. Our preliminary results [Leyton and Koper, 2004] showed a strong correlation between the model parameters, precluding a unique determination of them, especially between 2 different waves. For example, we found a strong correlation (always larger than 0.90) between the model parameters for P + PcP and those for PKiKP. This correlation arose because we fit the data for every phase from the beginning of its time window (from the slowness analysis), to the end of the seismogram. This way the model for P + PcP started at its particular body wave arrival to the end of the PKiKP coda, strongly influencing the model parameters that described the PKiKP coda. This led us to the strong correlation between the model parameters, precluding the reliable comparisons of the results between different events.
[19] Therefore we decided to take a different approach: fit a model to all the preexisting phases (one for P + PcP and one PP, if present) and subtract the value (in power [Shearer et al., 1998 ]) predicted at the times corresponding to PKiKP, isolating the effect of this phase. To find a better model to predict P + PcP and/or PP at the corresponding times for PKiKP coda, we decided to consider not only the time window defined from the slowness analysis, but also a small time window at the end of the PKiKP coda; this consideration also successfully removed the effect of noise. This stripping technique enabled us to study just the effect of PKiKP coda, removing the influence of preexisting codas, as shown in Figure 5 . Throughout this process, we smoothed the envelope using a moving window average of 3 s to remove the extreme points because we use least squares to do the fit, and this technique weights outliers heavily. Although the model obtained for the PKiKP coda is still dependent in the model predicted by the P + PcP and/or PP, this influence is mitigated by stacking different events with similar location into clusters.
[20] An important consideration is that for coda studies in the crust, the starting point to do the fitting is usually far from the direct wave arrival. For example, for S waves in the crust, the coda is usually modeled starting after twice the traveltime [Rautian and Khalturin, 1978] . Scherbaum et al. [1991] found that the first part of the coda showed a slowness similar to the direct S wave (interpreted as energy scattered near the source [Dainty and Toksöz, 1990] ), and only after 1.5-2 times the S wave traveltime, the coda seemed to come from random directions, giving an average value of the heterogeneities in the medium [Dainty and Toksöz, 1990; Dainty and Scultz, 1995] . In our case, PKiKP coda has an amplitude very close to the noise level, giving a total duration of observable coda between 100 s and 200 s. Therefore, if we attempt to begin our fitting far from the PKiKP direct arrival, we are left with a very small time window to compute the model parameters. We decided to start the fit only 10 s after the PKiKP arrival; hence, in all our single events fits, we probably have a significant influence of the direct phase.
[21] We also tried a simple model with two parameters, considering the geometrical spreading to be null (n = 0 in equation (1)) as done, for instance, by Hedlin and Shearer [2002] . However, our results remained unsuccessful: the fit obtained was mostly constrained by the initial part of the coda, not being able to adequately represent the tail. Furthermore, we experimented with fixing the geometrical spreading (n in equation (1)) to a theoretical value appropriate for body waves: n = 0.5, but the results remained unsatisfactory. In this case, the first part of the coda was usually misrepresented though the tail showed a much better fit. Finally, we decided to use a model with three free parameters, solving for the constant C, the geometrical spreading n, and the quality factor Q C . By leaving n free to vary (especially the sign), we were able to obtain a better fit to the initial part of the coda, including the bias produced by the direct wave; meanwhile the attenuation factor Q C is mostly sensitive to the later coda and, as mentioned before, this is the part of the coda that gives a better average of the medium properties [Scherbaum et al., 1991] .
Results

Average Values for PKiKP Q C
[22] After removing the effect of preexisting codas, we obtained two distinctive types of stripped PKiKP codas: the first with a normal monotonically decaying behavior, while the second grows for the first 20-50 s up to a maximum value, before decaying to the noise level. An example of both types is shown in Figure 6 for two events recorded at ARCES. Note that for the event in Figure 6 (right), the red curve (fit of PKiKP) increases in amplitude for almost 50 s to then decay; this type of behavior has been previously reported for PKiKP coda and related to heterogeneities in the inner core Koper et al., 2004] . These types of coda show a value of the geometrical spreading less than 0 (i.e., n < 0), a completely unexpected result because we think that there cannot be any focussing that could produce a growth of amplitude with distance (i.e., a negative geometrical spreading) near the CMB. Frankel and Clayton [1986] pointed out that in media with high level of heterogeneity, the single-scattering assumption might lead to wrong estimations in the geometrical spreading and to negative values of Q C , probably the cause of our results. However, our purpose is to find acceptable values for the attenuation Q C À1 which is mostly constrained by the tail of the coda; besides, the use of this particular model allow us the identification of two distinctive types of codas: normally decaying (n (+) > 0) and growing codas (n (À) < 0). After fitting all the stripped PKiKP coda envelopes, we obtained n (+) = 0.362 ± 0.0137 and n (À) = À0.241 ± 0.0279, where the error bounds are 2s in both cases. We emphasize that these numerical values are not meaningful in terms of Earth structure because they were obtained assuming single scattering, which might not be valid, and they are strongly biased by the direct phase.
[23] We computed the coda quality factor Q C for each different frequency band, having very similar values of n in each case. The resulting Q C are shown in Figure 7 , as a function of distance, with the normally decaying codas (n (+) > 0) in red and the growing codas (n (À) < 0) in blue; each symbol represents a different array, as shown in the upper right corner. The scatter in the results is very high, especially for larger epicentral distances; however, note that for the growing coda (in blue), Q C ranges from only 100 to 1000, with an average very close to 500 for all epicentral distances. In the companion paper [Leyton and Koper, 2007] , considering only single scattering, we showed that a growing PKiKP coda can only be formed by heterogeneities inside the inner core; hence we believe this value of Q C $ 500 should be representative of the inner core. Even more, the higher level of scatter for the normally decaying codas (in red) compared to those for the growing codas (in blue) is probably related to the fact that a normally decaying coda can be formed various places in the deep Earth, such as the lower mantle [Leyton and Koper, 2007] ; hence the great variability of results simply reflects properties of different mantle regions. Also note that in case of having the contribution of two completely different codas, one with normal decay (n (+) ) and one growing (n (À) ), the sum (in power) will look like a normally decaying coda, as schematically shown in Figure 8 . Given the fact that at epicentral distances larger than 75°PKiKP amplitudes tend to increase , the probability of creating coda in the mantle and crust is augmented; therefore the strong scatter seen in Figure 7 for the large epicentral distances (D = 75°-90°) just reflects combinations of values of the quality factor Q C in the inner core and other places, such as the mantle and the crust. A similar result will come from the combination of an anomalously large PKiKP phase at smaller distances (like those reported by Koper and Dombrovskaya [2005] and Krasnoshcenkov et al. [2005] ) and a growing coda.
[24] On the other hand, we can see from Figure 7 that in the distance range from 55°to 70°most of the observations Figure 6 . Examples of (right) normally decaying coda (n (+) and (left) growing coda (n (À) ) for two events recorded in ARCES. We first fit a model for P + PcP and subtract it from the data to isolate PKiKP. If PP is present (as in the case of Figure 6 , right), we subtract the P + PcP model at PP time, fit it and predict its value for the PKiKP time. Time is relative to the origin time and amplitude is in arbitrary units, proportional to velocity. have a n (À) < 0 (growing coda). Similar results were obtained by Koper et al. [2004] and , who found evidence of growing PKiKP codas in the same distances. Koper et al. [2004] described this distance range as the most appropriate for studying the heterogeneities in the inner core because the main PKiKP phase has a very small amplitude (due to the small reflection coefficient at the ICB); hence the influence of scattering in the crust and upper mantle should be very small.
[25] Figure 9 shows the geographical variation in Q C values obtained for all the events studied here, for the frequency band centered at 5 Hz. On the left is shown Q C for each event, as well as the location of the corresponding event (stars), the array stations (squares), and the projection on the surface of PKiKP raypath (dashed lines). The circles show the PKiKP bounce points at the inner core boundary, in red those events with normally decaying codas (n (+) > 0) and in blue those with growing codas (n (À) < 0); while the intensity is proportional to Q C (see scale in Figure 9 ). Figure 9 (right) is shown the values of quality factor Q C as a function of epicentral distance; each symbol represents a particular array, with the same color code. Results in Figure 9 still show a strong level of scatter; this variability cannot be explained in terms of source location, depth, magnitude, or focal mechanism. Again, the growing codas (in blue) present values between 100 and 1000 (with and average close to 500) for all epicentral distances, and between 55°a nd 70°, most of the observations present a growing PKiKP coda. We could not find a relation between the changes in Q C and time, even when looking at a particular source region and array.
[26] Given the strong scatter in the Q C values, we attempted to further improve the signal by doing source stacking: stack different events with similar source location that are recorded by the same array. This process will reduce the scatter in the results by averaging out the differences between events while retaining the signal coming from the inner core: the unknown phenomenon that produces the scatter in the results should not add coherently in the source stack, but the signal from the inner core should. It will also help produce a more stable estimation (and prediction) of the P + PcP and/or PP phase; hence leading to a better prediction and subtraction at the PKiKP time window, which in turn should lead to a more robust model for the PKiKP coda. We defined 11 clusters at 7 different arrays, requiring that at least 4 events exist in any cluster array (see Table 2 ). In order to compute the source stacks, we first normalized each receiver stack by the average PKiKP amplitude over a time window of 5 s. Then, we aligned all receiver stacks at the theoretical PKiKP time and computed the average point by point. We also computed the standard deviation for each point in time and used these values to obtain errors in the model parameters following known relations for the least squares technique [Menke, 1989] .
[27] In Figure 10 , we present a map with the resulting geographical clusters (right), and Q C as a function of Figure 8 . Schematic representation of (left and middle) the two types of codas and (right) the sum, in power. In Figure 8 (left), normally decaying coda with n (+) > 0, can be formed by scattering in the lower mantle, while in Figure 8 (middle), growing coda with n (À) < 0 can only be produced by volumetric heterogeneities in the inner core [Leyton and Koper, 2007] . Same data but as a function of the epicentral distance, using the same color code. Each symbol represents a different array, as shown in the upper right corner.
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epicentral distance (left); the vertical dashed lines show one standard deviation for each value. Note that the scatter has been strongly reduced, leading to a more robust estimation of Q C and that those values farther from the mean ($500) present a larger error. Next, we computed a final, overall average value of Q C by considering the standard deviation of each cluster [Bevington, 1969] . Clusters with large differences between individual traces (receiver stacks) will have a larger error (s in Table 2 ), which, under our averaging technique, will be downweighted in the final average.
We ultimately obtain an average of Q C = 517 ± 57 considering all normally decaying (n (+) > 0) and growing (n (À) < 0) codas.
[28] Here we did not find a frequency dependence for Q C , but given the limited range used (from 1 to 5 Hz) we cannot draw significant conclusions. However, we consistently found more observations of PKiKP coda at higher frequencies, just as Koper et al. [2004] for the same epicentral distances (50°< D < 90°). This could be due to the characteristics of the heterogeneities or the properties of the arrays. From Figure 3 we can see that in general, the noise becomes less coherent as frequency increases; hence the possibilities of observing the faint signal coming from the inner core are increased for higher frequencies. We are not able to resolve this issue with the present data set, but Leyton and Koper [2007] showed that the total growth of the ''spindle''-shaped codas depend upon the content of small wavelengths of volumetric heterogeneities within the inner core, perhaps giving some insights of the scale length of the scatterers.
Geographical Variation in PKiKP Coda
[29] In previous studies, the observation of PKiKP, but not its coda, was correlated to the signal-to-noise ratio of PKiKP, although not all the examples could be explained this way . Here we argue in favor of a geographical variation in PKiKP coda generation that is related to the Earth's structure and not to the properties of the arrays used. Figure 3 present the coherency of seismic noise as a function of frequency for all IMS arrays used (see Figure 3 caption for details). This measurement is useful when comparing observations from different arrays because we study seismic waves with very low signal to ratio; hence the analysis of data from arrays with large noise coherency will be very difficult, while those arrays with low noise coherency will present more reliable observations. From Figure 3 we can see that ESDC (with only two positive PKiKP coda observations) has a comparable noise coherency to ILAR (with 40 positive observations); even more, from Table 1, we can see that both arrays have similar of numbers of elements, aperture, and aspect ratios (see Table 1 for details), indicating that their capabilities of observing weak signals (such as PKiKP and its corresponding coda) are comparable. ESDC positively detected PKiKP waves coming from Mexico and South America's subduction zone, as well as some from the Aleutians, but only two of those presented PKiKP coda. Furthermore, ARCES was able to record some PKiKP codas coming from the Pacific Ocean and Asia, but none from the Atlantic Ocean (having positively identified PKiKP arrivals from Mexico's subduction zone). Likewise, YKA (with a small noise coherency, rather large aperture, and large number of elements) has some positive observations of PKiKP waves from the subduction zone in Central and South America, but most of its PKiKP coda come from the west of the Pacific Ocean. Therefore we believe that the geographical pattern seen in the observation of the PKiKP coda is related to structure in the deep Earth, rather than from properties of the arrays and events. Note that this pattern strongly resembles the previously described hemispherical variations, but we do not have the coverage necessary to support this type of pattern, especially given the fact that most of our data samples only the northern hemisphere. Nevertheless, we believe that the simplest explanation for our observations (strong scattering from the Pacific Ocean and Asia and few PKiKP coda observations from the Atlantic Ocean) is given by the hemispherical differences in structure reported for the inner core, as discussed in section 5.2. A similar pattern might be found in the zonal differences: from the insert in Figure 2 we see a larger proportion of (PKiKP coda)/(PKiKP) which might be related to the tangent cylinder [Carrigan and Busse, 1983; Cardin and Olson, 1994; Kono and Roberts, 2002; Aurnou et al., 2003] , indicating a stronger convection in equatorial ares (lower latitudes) with respect to polar areas. However, we believe that this pattern is not as clearly marked as the hemispherical differences and will not be discussed any further.
[30] Our observations also agree with previously reported PKiKP codas: stacked earthquakes and nuclear explosions mostly from the western Pacific (Japan's subduction zone) and Asia (Novaya Zemlya); while only one event was located in the Atlantic Ocean. In the work by Koper et al. [2004] most of the observations come from the Pacific Ocean and Asia, and Poupinet and Kennett [2004] only studied the array WRA (included in this study), located in Australia (southwest Pacific). Also note that our observations also coincide with the observation of a complicated uppermost inner core made by Stroujkova and Cormier [2004] , suggesting that the source of our PKiKP coda observations is in this region (upper layer of the inner core).
Discussion
Intrinsic Versus Scattering Attenuation
[31] Previous work has suggested that the observed crustal attenuation (Q obs À1 ) is the combination of intrinsic ) attenuation [Dainty and Toksöz, 1981; Cormier, 1982] :
[32] Note that Q obs is usually referred to the quality factor for body waves and, in other studies [Frankel and Clayton, 1986] , has been called transmission Q, as opposed to coda Q. Studies of P coda in the crust have reported Q C = 270 at 1 Hz, neglecting the effect of the geometrical spreading [Morozov and Smithson, 2000] . These values are comparable to those obtained from Lg coda [Singh and Herrmann, 1983; Dainty, 1990] suggesting that the source of P coda could be the scattering of Lg phases [Dainty and Toksöz, 1990; Dainty and Scultz, 1995] . Herrmann [1980] and Mitchell [1980] inferred that Q C from Lg coda waves reflect the intrinsic attenuation in the crust (Q I ); hence values of P coda in the crust seem to reflect intrinsic attenuation. We cannot simply extend this result to the inner core, but, as a first approximation, if we assume Q C À1 % Q I
À1
, then
[33] Values of observed quality factor (Q obs ) in the inner core range from 120 to 600 [Qamar and Eisenberg, 1974; Doornbos, 1983; Niazi and Johnson, 1992; Bhattacharyya et al., 1993; Cormier et al., 1998 ] with a recent value of 300 , but has been reported to vary with depth [Doornbos, 1974; Master and Shearer, 1990; Souriau and Roudil, 1995; Cao and Romanowicz, 2004] . Higher values of the quality factor (Q obs $ 600) has been reported for the quasi-western hemisphere . Since our coda samples primarily the outer shell of the quasi-eastern hemisphere, we assume Q obs = 300, so
[34] Note that assuming the lower bound (Q obs = 175) leads to Q S = 265. We can see that in both cases the scattering attenuation is comparable to the intrinsic attenuation. Even more, based on the analysis of the effect of small inclusions in the wave propagation using finite difference simulations, Frankel and Clayton [1986] found that if Q C > Q obs , then the attenuating process is mostly scattering, in our case Q C = 517 > Q obs = 300. Similar results were obtained by Richards and Menke [1983] by studying the scattering effect of a set of thin layers with changes in velocity. This result contradicts our assumption of single scattering, and it is opposite to the situation in the crust, where the scattering attenuation can be neglected and the loss of energy is entirely attributed to intrinsic attenuation [Mitchell, 1995] . Indeed, Cormier and Li [2002] have suggested that most of the attenuation seen in the inner core is a product of scattering, showing a rather weak intrinsic attenuation. We believe that the stronger scattering attenuation in the inner core compared to the crust could be caused by a leakage of energy out of the system (the inner core), which does not happen for regional distances in the crust. We speculate that a strong scattering process inside the inner core would shoot energy in directions where it cannot be reflected back to the receiver. In this way, the losses related to scattering in the inner core would be more significant than in the crust.
[35] Another key observation is the spindle-shaped or growing coda, which has also been observed in the Moon, where a lack of water inhibits significant intrinsic attenuation [Dainty and Toksöz, 1981] . Dainty and Toksöz [1981] successfully interpreted these codas (using a diffusion model and radiative transfer energy) as the result of a strongly scattering layer overlying a more homogenous medium; therefore the observation of growing PKiKP codas suggests strong scattering in the inner core. We think that in order to precisely separate the effect of scattering from intrinsic attenuation, we need to follow a similar approach [e.g., Wu, 1985; Frankel and Wennerberg, 1987; Margerin and Nolet, 2003; Lacombe et al., 2003; Jemberie and Langston, 2005] . These computations are outside the scope of the present work but should be addressed in the future.
Hemispherical Pattern
[36] Evidence of long-scale variations in the convection of the outer core come from long-scale anomalies of the observed magnetic field. For example: low secular variations over the Pacific Ocean [Merrill et al., 1998; Gubbins and Gibbons, 2004] , the hemispherical dichotomy of the outer core temperature inferred from geomagnetic secular variations [Bloxham and Jackson, 1990] , and the different characteristics of the nonaxial dipole components of the geomagnetic field pattern in the between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans [Walker and Backus, 1996; Johnson and Constable, 1998 ]. These anomalies in the geodynamo are clear evidence that variations in the strength of the convection of the outer core could be responsible for the observed differences in structure of the inner core Sumita and Yoshida, 2003] . At any rate, any mechanism able to produce the hemispherical pattern in the IC has to hold for a long period of time, because the solidification of the top 100 km of the inner core would probably take 100 Ma .
[37] Wen and Niu [2002] found clear differences between the two quasi-hemispheres in traveltimes and waveforms of PKP branches. They modeled these observations using a hybrid method, combining generalized ray theory and finite differences [Wen and Helmberger, 1998 ], in terms of the presence of small-scale heterogeneities in the upper inner core, requiring a 5 -9% RMS velocity variation in the eastern hemisphere compared to less than 3% in the western hemisphere. This model agrees with our observations of strong scattering in the Pacific Ocean and Asia (quasieastern hemisphere) and few in the Atlantic Ocean (quasiwestern hemisphere). Another key observation is that the previously described isotropic outer shell of the inner core (probably hosting the small-scale heterogeneities) appears to have different thickness on both hemispheres, being less that 100 km in the western hemisphere and 400 km in the eastern hemisphere [Creager, 1999; Garcia and Souriau, 2000] . These heterogeneities, mostly present in the isotropic eastern hemisphere, could be from variations in orientation of strongly anisotropic Fe-hcp crystals [Bergman, 1997; Creager, 1999; Cormier and Li, 2002] (with scale lengths of kilometers [Bergman, 1998 ]), presence of partial melt [Singh et al., 2000] , or layering within the IC [Cormier et al., 1998 ], all of them capable of producing scattering. Hence the differences between the two hemispheres appears to be the most plausible explanation to the geographical pattern seen in the observation of PKiKP coda. Given that the structure developed in the inner core through its growth is essentially controlled by how the heat is transferred into the outer core [Sumita and Yoshida, 2003 ], Wen and Niu [2002] proposed a different vigorousness of convection on top of the two hemispheres, leading to different geometric inclusions of melt and/or different alignment of the crystals as a possible explanation for the hemispherical pattern. This result was supported by the study of Yu et al. [2005] of the lowermost outer core, where they found a hemispherical difference in the P wave velocity structure, and, assuming an inversely proportional relationship between P wave velocity and density, they predicted a lower enrichment of light elements in the quasi-western hemisphere. This can be taken as direct evidence of a weaker convection on this side of the inner core, since compositional buoyancy of light elements is a key driving force for the geodynamo [Lister and Buffett, 1995; Stacey and Stacey, 1999] .
[38] Oreshin and Vinnik [2004] found hemispherical difference with the western hemisphere having elastic and anelastic anisotropy, with the fastest velocity in the same direction of the strongest attenuation (the Earth's rotation axis); while the eastern hemisphere showed weak or null anisotropy. They interpreted these results as a function of partial melt inclusions between large, aligned crystals of iron hcp [Bergman, 1997; Cormier and Li, 2002] ; changes in depth would be a function of the partial melt content. The inclusion of anisotropically oriented pockets of partial melt within an isotropically oriented matrix of Fe-hcp crystals can produce anisotropy [Singh et al., 2000] , as proposed by Oreshin and Vinnik [2004] for the western hemisphere. If this was the case, then we should see a strong scattering signal from this hemisphere, not shown in our data. On the other hand, the presence of isotropically oriented pockets of partial melt within an anisotropically oriented matrix of Fe-hcp crystals does not alter the anisotropy [Singh et al., 2000] ; hence the presence of pockets of partial melt is not required to explain the observed isotropy and strong scattering in the eastern hemisphere. We do not rule out the possibility that in the quasi-eastern hemisphere, some partial melt might get trapped between randomly oriented Fe-hcp crystals, contributing to the observed scattering, but the main signal comes from the orientation of the crystals. The possibility of having a small percentage of partial melt trapped in the inner core was proposed more than 20 years ago [Fearn et al., 1981; Loper and Fern, 1983] ; however, recent models have suggested that any inclusion will be extruded by compaction . The presence of partial melt might be evaluated by comparing the intrinsic attenuation between the two quasi-hemispheres: if the intrinsic attenuation is stronger in the eastern hemisphere, it is probable that the presence of partial melt might explain this difference. However, if both hemispheres have the same intrinsic attenuation, we could expect that the same mechanism that dissipates the energy is present on both hemispheres, and due to the lack of partial melt on the western hemisphere, we should not have it in the eastern hemisphere. Nevertheless, evidence from the crust indicates that intrinsic attenuation is the same in volcanic and tectonically active regions, while scattering attenuation is larger on volcanic areas [Del Pezzo et al., 1995] , preventing the use of the strategy mentioned above.
[39] The other plausible explanation for the strong scattering is the misalignment of crystals in the outer shell of the inner core [Bergman, 1997; Creager, 1999; Cormier and Li, 2002] . The observed anisotropy in the IC led to two models based on texturing of the anisotropic Fe-hcp crystals: Yoshida et al. [1996] suggested that the inner core will tend to grow in the radial direction (due to the efficiency in transporting heat in the direction perpendicular to the rotation axis) producing a stress large enough to induce a solid-state flow leading to recrystallization. On the other hand, Bergman [1997 Bergman [ , 1999 Bergman [ , 2003 ] favors a solidification texturing that will not be destroyed by recrystallization. The first model predicts the alignment of the c axis in the direction perpendicular to the rotation axis, while the second predicts a random orientation of the c axis in the plane transverse to the local cylindrical radial. Bergman [1997] argued for geometrical reasons of the raypaths of seismic waves that travel through the inner core as an explanation of the variation of anisotropy in depth, but this argument cannot explain the hemispherical changes in the thickness and/or strength of the anisotropy on top of the inner core. Hence some kind of recrystallization process must take place in the inner core, able to explain the general observed anisotropy . During this process, we believe that any inclusion of partial melt will be squeezed out of the inner core, due to the perfect alignment of the crystals. We suggest a combination of both: a solidification texturing in the quasi-eastern hemisphere would lead to the observed isotropic and strongly scattering layer, while a strong recrystallization process on the quasi-western hemisphere would lead to the observations of anisotropy [Sumita and Yoshida, 2003 ] and little to null scattering. The recrystallization process has to be weaker or take longer time on the eastern hemisphere to be able to produce the observed thick isotropic layer ($400 km).
[40] The details in which these two processes work depend upon the heat flux differences between the quasihemispheres, where a complete agreement has not been reached: based on laboratory experiments of outer core convection with thermal coupling between the inner core and a heterogeneous mantle, Sumita and Olson [1999] predicted a ''colder'' quasi-western hemisphere, with faster growth; while the findings of Wen and Niu [2002] (in the upper inner core) and Yu et al. [2005] (in the lower outer core) on the velocity of P wave and attenuation indicate a more vigorous convection on the eastern hemisphere. A key point made by Sumita and Olson [1999] is that the phase shift between the cold lower mantle and the inner core (due to the Earth's rotation) is directly proportional to the heat flux in the CMB; hence, with a lower heat flow in the location of the cold slab at the CMB, we could match the position of the anomalously cold upper inner core predicted by Sumita and Olson [1999] and the region of vigorous convection in the lower outer core found by Yu et al. [2005] . At any rate, here we discuss both possibilities and their consequences to the growth of the inner core. Sumita and Olson [1999] explained the hemispherical differences in the inner core by a strain-driven recrystallization, caused by the large load produced by a faster growth of the inner core in the quasi-western hemisphere, leading to lattice preferred orientation (LPO) and anisotropy [Sumita and Yoshida, 2003 ]. This recrystallization process should be relatively fast, not allowing the inclusion of partial melt that could cause scattering. Recently, Van Orman [2004] found a very low value for the viscosity in the IC, which under the proposed mechanism of HarperDorn creep, leads to almost instantaneous realignment of the crystals (from $3 -300 years for a shear stress between 10 2 and 10 4 Pa [Van Orman, 2004] ).
[42] On the other hand, the eastern hemisphere will be characterized by a less vigorous convection, leading to a slower growth rate. Through this process, pockets of partial melt would have to be trapped between the randomly aligned crystals, generating a smaller load on the deeper inner core and a clear source of scattering. This lower load will produce a smaller stress, responsible for a thicker isotropic layer in this hemisphere ($400 km). This stress has to be time-dependent, being a function of the load deposited on top, otherwise, the slow growth rate assumed for the quasi-eastern hemisphere will give long time for recrystallization, leading to the formation of a thin isotropic layer.
Scattering From Misalignment of Crystals
[43] Another possibility could be a different texturing on top of the inner core due to the flow in the fluid core [Bergman et al., 2002] . This group found that solidification driven convective flow in salt water (a proxy to Fe-hcp) causes a texture where the c axes align at 90°to the direction of the flow, due to the influence of the platelet nature of hcp dendrites. Differences in the strength of the convection might cause a different flow near the top of the inner core, leading to a different texture solidification: a stronger convection on the western hemisphere would produce a preferred flow of liquid into the outer core, leading to the perfect alignment of the Fe-hcp crystals and into anisotropy. Meanwhile, in the eastern hemisphere, a less vigorous convection might not produce this particular flow, producing an anisotropic alignment of the crystals (with or without the inclusion of partial melt); later, a recrystallization process should take over and realign the crystals in order to create the observed anisotropy inside the bulk inner core. [44] Considering a more vigorous convection in the eastern hemisphere Yu et al., 2005] will lead to a faster growth of this side of the inner core, with the formation of primary dendrites in the direction of the heat flow (known as directionally solidified growth, seen in metallic alloys) forming columnar crystals [Bergman, 2003] . Bergman [1997 Bergman [ , 1999 experimentally found that c axes of hcp crystals will randomly lie in the plane perpendicular to the heat flow, creating isotropic inclusions of partial melt. Stixrude and Cohen [1995] found that Fe-hcp phase has 4% of anisotropy in the direction of the c axes, at 0 K, but from experiments [Mao et al., 1998 ] and first principle calculations [Steinle-Neumann et al., 2001] it was found that the influence of temperature was to increase the anisotropy to over 10% in the a axes. Considering this, the inclusions of partial melt between the randomly oriented crystals in the eastern hemisphere would create the observed scattering signal.
[45] Recent results by Gannarelli et al. [2003 Gannarelli et al. [ , 2005 , based on density functional theory, have questioned the earlier interpretation of the anisotropy of Fe-hcp crystals at core conditions. Hence, following the same argument given before (of a directionally solidified growth with the c axes aligned in the plane perpendicular to the flow), the scattering signal would come just from the misalignment of strongly anisotropic iron crystals and not necessarily from inclusions of partial melt.
[46] In both cases, after the crystals have solidified, some type of stress will take over and produce the recrystallization responsible of the observed anisotropy and extrude any possible inclusions of partial melt. Possible sources of stress for a postsolidification realignment of crystals (recrystallization) are Maxwell stresses [Karato, 1999] , differences between the gravitational equipotential and thermodynamical equilibrium of the inner core , inner core thermal convection [Jeanloz and Wenk, 1988] , and longitudinal flow due to Lorentz stresses [Buffet and Wenk, 2001] .
[47] The western hemisphere will not present any inclusion of partial melt, having the observed anisotropy (or thin isotropic layer) due to the alignment of the crystals formed at a slower growth ratio. From our observations and computations [Leyton and Koper, 2007] , we cannot completely rule out the presence of a small layer with heterogeneities (either partial melt or misalignment of crystals) on top of the western hemisphere but it will have to be thinner than 100 km. Because this isotropic layer is relatively thin, we do not believe that it can produce a stress large enough to form the observed anisotropy in this hemisphere following the process detailed by Yoshida et al. [1996] . Hence we think that the process of recrystallization would be caused by a uniform stress (such as those proposed by Karato [1999] , Jeanloz and Wenk [1988] , or Buffet and Wenk [2001] ) leading to the anisotropic structure only related with time: this hemisphere would have a slower growth (given by a weaker convection in this hemisphere), giving enough time to produce the observed anisotropy.
Conclusions
[48] Because of the interference between the coda of different seismic waves, the determination of the quality factor Q C of deep Earth phases is very complicated; however, we were able to compute reasonable values for PKiKP coda by using a ''stripping'' technique and combining source and receiver stacks. There seems to be a mechanism that produces strong changes in the estimation of Q C for individual events, that cannot be explained in terms of the focal mechanism, geographic location of the source, or epicentral distance. This mechanism might be due to the some temporal changes in the medium, in particular the inner core, although we cannot rule out the intrinsic difficulty of working with high-frequency data. However, this bias can be successfully removed by stacking the signals of different events with similar locations recorded at the same array. Using this procedure, we obtained a quality factor for PKiKP coda of Q C = 520 ± 57.
[49] We found that scattering attenuation is important in the inner core, in contrast with the other places in the Earth where it can even be neglected. This phenomenon could be due to the presence of more heterogeneities in the inner core with respect to the crust, or simply smaller intrinsic attenuation. We feel that it is necessary to compute the effect of intrinsic and scattering attenuation in the inner core, using multiple-scattering approaches. This could help resolve the issue of presence of partial melt in the whole inner core or only in one part.
[50] Our results indicate a geographical pattern in the observation of PKiKP coda could be related to the hemispherical variations previously reported in the inner core: despite the lack of global coverage in our data set, the simplest explanation to the presence or absence of PKiKP coda comes from the hemispherical differences in structure reported for the inner core. Furthermore, the most probable mechanism for the observed signal from the inner core comes from misalignment of crystals, rather than presence of partial melt.
